Biogeographical isolation has produced a unique rainforest biome and indigenous culture in Mentawai. While its huge surf is famous worldwide, Mentawai's ecology and peoples remain comparatively unstudied. Alhough Mentawai evolved almost as many endemics as the Galápagos, its hunter-horticulturalists are surprisingly unrelated to Sumatran peoples. This study explores gibbon vocalisations and traditional animist beliefs and songs about gibbons and other primates in Mentawai's three southern islands and makes a case to document and preserve this intangible cultural heritage. The most important of Mentawai's six endemic primates is the Kloss's gibbon (Hylobates klossii, locally called bilou), a small, black, monogamous, singing ape. The bilou plays a significant role in the traditional animist cosmology of Mentawai: simultaneously considered a changeling human, a rainforest spiritual guardian and a resource for shamanic healing, at times the bilou spirit can also be an evil trickster or harbinger of death. Deep in the rainforests, mated female bilou sing solo or "duet" melodiously with each other along mutual territorial boundaries. While deforestation and modern hunting endanger all Mentawai primates, humans still imitate the bilou, and elderly (Si)Kerei (shaman) again can perform the endangered animist heritage of bilou songs.
Introduction
Within the Indian Ocean, Mentawai certainly constitutes its own "sea of islands" (Hau'ofa 1993) . Except for Island Biogeography, Island Studies have too often focused mainly on the shoreline. For Mentawai, a striking eco-region with remarkable inhabitants, we need far more. Archaeologist Cyprian Broodbank has proposed the useful conceptual term "islandscape" comprising "land, coast, sea, horizon and sky", in summary, "three bands and two liminal zones" likely to find reflection in local cosmology (2000: 33, 23) .
1 Part 1 of this article will establish that unique terrestrial and marine life, dramatic plate tectonics and massive waves, unusual human genetics and unique primates are all conjoined and interact through the Mentawai aquapelago, complemented by a rich animist culture. According to the extended conceptual framework for Island Studies recently proposed by Hayward (2012) , Mentawai -a 2 Hayward (2012) introduced the term "aquapelago" as an extended definition of archipelago that recognised and emphasised the significance of human livelihood activity in the surrounding waters of an archipelago. An aquapelago is "an assemblage of the marine and land spaces of a group of waters and their adjacent islands" (ibid: 5-6).
_______________________________
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Terrestrial Mentawai
Isolation promotes speciation, the evolution of distinct flora and fauna. The lengthy isolation of Mentawai has allowed the survival of relicts of early Indo-Malayan terrestrial fauna as well as the evolution of numerous endemics. Due to the cumulative effect of its isolation, Mentawai is second only to the Galápagos in its number of endemic species.
3
While Sumatra has much greater botanical diversity, 4 approximately 15% of Mentawai's trees and other plants are estimated to be endemic. Mentawai's lengthy isolation has allowed the survival of relicts of early Indo-Malayan terrestrial fauna as well as the evolution of numerous endemics.
Oceanic Mentawai
United by the ocean, Mentawai is much more than a simple constellation of related lands. The archipelago claims its distinct identity through centuries of cultural flows and human interactions along and between the adjacent islands and their marine environments. In 2011 a team of leading island scholars presented a strong case that inhabited archipelagos were actually dynamic "assemblages" created by groups that "act in concert" to create a particular archipelagic identity via: (Stratford, Baldacchino, McMahon et al, 2011: 122) .
fluid cultural processes, sites of abstract and material relations of movement and rest, dependent on changing conditions of articulation or connection
In response, Hayward proposed, in addition to the alternate term "aquapelago" used whenever land and ocean are inseparably significant to a culture (see fn 3), two additional derived terms: "aquapelagic assemblage" to refer to the processes of continual change "along aquatic ecologies at the interface of human sociality and marine environments" and an "aquapelagic society" (or state) as:
a social unit existing in a location in which the aquatic spaces between and around a group of islands are utilised and navigated in a manner that is fundamentally interconnected with and essential to the social group's habitation of land and their senses of identity and belonging. (2012: 5)
Thus the Mentawai Islands, traditionally considered an archipelago, also function fully as an aquapelago. The characteristic land-sea interactions of water travel, surfing, fishing and foraging rights, and natural disasters and challenges such as earthquakes, tsunamis and rising sea levels, all continually force aquapelagic Mentawaians to find new solutions to survive. The seventy-some small and larger islands of Mentawai are normally accessed 3 In the Galápagos, 80% of the land birds and 97% of the reptiles and land mammals are endemic, as are over 20% of the Galápagos marine species. Mentawai has at least seventeen endemic mammals (39%), of which the seven endemic primates are of exceptional interest. UNESCO has claimed that 65% of the animals in the biosphere reserve area of Siberut National Park, are considered to be endemic (Unattributed, nd: online) . Galápagos has only two endemic marine mammals, while Siberut, the largest island in Mentawai, has four. While Sumatra has much greater botanical diversity, approximately 15% of Mentawai's trees and other plants are estimated to be endemic. 4 10,000 species of plants are estimated to live in Sumatra, including 17 endemic genera (Unattributed, nd: online).
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only by boat. 5 Unlike Tahiti, Fiji or the Hawaiian chain, the growing international recognition of Mentawai is not due to popularisation of an established distinctive indigenous culture, but instead results from a confluence of unusual forces in the everpresent ocean. Because fishing is one of the few protein sources, members of numerous Mentawai clans have claimed historical land rights for foraging and hunting on the 65+ uninhabited small islands, and marine rights for fishing at traditional fishing spots the clan has used for generations, as well as fishing off specific shores and over specific coral reefs. Historically, women fish in the coastal waters and rivers for smaller fish, snails or shellfish, while Mentawaian men, who in previous generations set offshore nets held by wooden floats (talakat battau) -with some floats carved to resemble a (guardian) -will work to fish and also to capture sea turtles. Earthquakes and tsunamis have long challenged the Mentawai chain, with massive quakes recorded in 1797 and 1833 (Natawidjaja et al, 2006; Sieh et al, 2008) . The residents of North and South Pagai will never forget the major tsunami of 25 October 2010 when a magnitude 7.8 earthquake in the ocean southwest of the Pagais generated a powerful tsunami that caused 450-500 deaths and extensive structural damage in South and North Pagai, and 5 There is no public airport on Mentawai yet. 6 Hunting sea turtles is mainly done at night on ritual occasions by teams of four men in a dugout canoes with lamps to attract the turtles. Sadly, greedy entrepreneurs have introduced dynamite fishing, which kills both fish and turtles indiscriminately. Stun fishing using potassium cyanide unfortunately contaminates sea turtle meat, causing the death of several islanders in recent years (Tulius, 2017b) .
_______________________________
Shima Volume 11 Number 2 2017 -120 -some damage in Sipora. 7 Unfortunately, scientists at Earth Observatory Singapore and elsewhere predict that Mentawai is due for another major quake anytime. Although several earthquakes in the last century have released the built up tension along the balance of the entire Sumatra-Andaman zone, a stubborn stretch ±300 km long is located within the Sunda forearc east of the Mentawai, and this specific area has not seen a quake in almost two centuries. Known as the 'Mentawai Gap', this fault is regarded as a "mature seismic gap" or "locked zone" (Figure 1 ) because the large strain accumulation gives it the potential to rupture anytime in a single event (generating a 8.3-8.5 magnitude earthquake) or in smaller events. Whether its eventual release will trigger a major tsunami for Mentawai and the city of Padang east of Mentawai depends on the depth of the displacement. Islands worldwide are differentially adjusting to the ocean's gradual rise. As the world's third-largest ocean, the Indian Ocean contains roughly 20% of the Earth's surface water. For decades, along the northern coast of the Indian Ocean, sea levels have been rising an average of 1.27 cm a decade (± 1/2"). On its northeastern coast, Sumatra (along with the Mentawai Islands) and Java are particularly affected. Just a half metre of progressive sea level rise (19.5") would probably cause about 1,500 of Indonesia's 17,000 islands to disappear. Given that individual Indian Ocean zones have differences in the amount of sea level rise, and that in the face of rising sea levels, some reef islands surprisingly become larger rather than smaller, the cumulative effect of sea level rise on the Mentawai aquapelago may be somewhat uneven (Unattributed, 2010 ).
Traditional Mentawai Culture
While geographic distance from the larger island of Sumatra certainly accounts for Mentawai's outstanding range of botanical and zoological endemics, the profound genetic and cultural distance of the Mentawai indigenous people from Sumatran peoples is actually much greater than the physical distance suggests. 8 A major study of DNA from 2740 non-family-related individuals from 70 communities across 12 Indonesian islands shows that the people of the western barrier islands -Mentawai and Nias to the northshow extreme island effects in that they are much less genetically diverse than the populations of the better known Indonesian islands or other Asian populations. For more than two millennia, Mentawai human culture has interacted with the land and sea of the Mentawai aquapelago. Its "islandscape" reflects this long interaction. Correspondingly, the aquapelagic natural resources and the unique configuration of endemics in and around Mentawai have clearly shaped and influenced the cosmology and preoccupations of its human culture.
Mentawai was probably first populated in the period 2000-500 BCE. Many descendants of the original peoples continue to live in the rainforest and on the rivers as animist hunterhorticulturalists. According to the traditional stories of various clans, the first human(s) came to Mentawai from the Nias (or the North) 10 after being exiled and set adrift on a raft. 9 Two haplotypes -Y2 and M7c3c -each one a group of genes inherited together from a single parent, connect quite a few individuals within the Mentawai and Nias populations with the mentioned aboriginal Taiwanese; however the historical population movements during the Neolithic may have been in either direction (Tumonggor et al, 2013 : Table 3 ). Mentawai mitochondrial DNA links with both aboriginal Taiwanese populations and those of The Philippines. Six of the 18 haplotypes are shared with other populations (Pediatama et al, 2014: 149 (Tulius, 2013: 87-106) . 12 Arat corresponds to the Indonesian word adat (customary law). 
_______________________________
Hunting Primates
Historically, Mentawaians have been challenged with severe chronic protein deficits. For protein, in addition to fishing, they have traditionally hunted monkeys, wild boar and deer. To help hunting, the (Si)Kerei sings to draw the curious primates; he trusts the rest will follow. Historically, the Mentawai primate populations have maintained their density across the centuries despite human hunting but conversion to Catholicism and Protestantism has weakened traditional taboos against hunting primates. In addition, the second growth and scrub in the now clear-cut areas of the former virgin forest unfortunately provides inadequate concealment for any primate. 20 Arrow poison has been traditionally used for hunting. Unfortunately, since WWII, .177 caliber air rifles have gradually come into popularity (Tenaza, 1987 (Tenaza, , 1988 Whittaker, 2006: 138) . When traditional arrow poison is used on the shot, even a slight pellet graze will render a primate unconscious, with fatal results from the fall to earth.
Of the five monkey species surviving in the rainforests of Mentawai, hunters know traditional songs that are sung before hunting them. Of all the local primates, the local subspecies of Simias concolor, which may shyly hide behind leaves rather than flee the area, is considered the easiest to kill as well as the most delicious. Unlike the "vulnerable", "endangered" and "critically endangered" monkeys mentioned in Mentawai hunting songs, the bilou is rarely hunted.
20
See Mentawai.org (nd: online).
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The Mentawai Kloss's Gibbon (Hylobates klossii)
The various kinds of gibbons, collectively known as "small apes", are distributed across Southeast Asia, from Bangladesh and Northeast India to Southwest China, with 19 diverse singing and brachiating species existing across 4 genera. 21 All gibbons are classified as "endangered" or "critically endangered". 22 The Mentawai Kloss's gibbon differs from all other gibbons in several ways. Among gibbons, H. klossii is the only species that does not seem to eat tree leaves; furthermore, it is the only gibbon that relies on arthropods for a significant part of their diet, and may spend considerable time looking for arthropods while feeding (Marcoux 2004; Whitten, 1982b) . Among the eighteen species of gibbons, a major factor differentiating H. klossii from all but one other species is differences in vocalisation and vocalisation habit, discussed in the following section. The H. klossii population is unfortunately declining rapidly with modernisation and loss of habitat. On Siberut, the most forested island, the number of Kloss's gibbons was estimated in 1980 at about 36,000. Twenty-five years later, in 2005, Danielle Whittaker estimated that Siberut, with about 40% forest cover, had at that time only about 20-25,000 Kloss's gibbons, a drastic reduction (2005b). 21 The gibbons are called "small apes" because they are of smaller body size than all members of their sister group, the great apes. Within gibbons, dwarf gibbons (Hylobates) are similar in weight to a cat, ±5 kg (range 4-7 kg). The hoolocks (Hoolock) and the crested gibbons (Nomascus) weigh 8 kg (range 7-10 kg), and the large siamang gibbons of Sumatra and Malaysia (Symphalangus syndactylus syndactylus) are considerably bigger and heavier than other gibbon species, with 74-89 cm head-body length, and ±11 kilos average weight (range 10-13 kg) (Geissmann, 2000) . 22 On the difficulty of correctly estimating populations of apes, see Huizen (2016) When apes of any kind are acknowledged, emphasis is usually put on great ape drumming and chest beating more than on gibbon song, because gibbon song is an innate rather than learned behavior (Fitch, 2006: 194-195) . By contrast, songbirds, like humans, "exhibit vocal learning and have what has been broadly classified as 'syntactic-like' song production" (Petkov and Jarvis, 2012: 125) . All gibbon species vocalise loudly and elaborately in ways that are specific to their species and their gender. Primatologists aim to understand how, when and why gibbons sing for and sometimes with other gibbons. Gibbon "songs" are complex and extended, and play a role in territoriality, attracting a mate or maintaining family or pair bonds (Tenaza, 1975a (Tenaza, , 1975b (Tenaza, , 1976 Geissmann, 1999; Geissmann and Orgeldinger, 2000) . Thai gibbons have been shown to ward off and simultaneously announce predators to other gibbons by coded vocalisations (Clarke, Reichard and Zuberbühler, 2006) . Gibbon calls are usually pure in tone, and occur at about the same time each day. Geissmann, who has used song vocalisations to construct a hypothetical phylogeny of gibbon species (1993, 2002a, 2002b) , reports that the fundamental frequencies of gibbon vocalisations range from about .2-5 kHz (equivalent to g3, the lowest tone on the violin) up to about 5 octaves higher (above the highest note of the piano).
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The pattern of emphasis on overtones determines the perceived timbre but for simplicity, most bioacoustic studies of gibbon vocalisations show only the fundamental. Normally, the calls of dwarf gibbons including H. klossii will not go above 2 kHz (or 6 ledger lines above the treble clef staff; Geissmann 2017). Typically, female gibbons offer a great call lasting from about 6-30 seconds, with the singing bout lasting not more than about half an hour (Geissmann, 2000) .
The great calls of both male and female H. klossii are well described in Keith, Waller and Geissmann (2009: 55) . The first scientist to claim the great call of the (male) bilou as a kind of music was an ornithologist-primatologist guest of Richard Tenaza:
The (Marshall, 1976: 237) Along with its cousin, the Javan silver gibbon (Hylobates moloch) surviving in West Java, the Kloss's gibbon is unusual because, unlike all the other gibbon species, mated pairs do not perform elaborate duets together with fairly stereotypical male-female duet interactions (Geissmann, 2000) Tenaza, who in 1972 was fortunate to find a study site in a minimally disturbed part of the Siberut forest surrounded by eleven families of bilou with a mean family size of 3.4, describes the sex-specific "song" bouts of Hylobates klossii in great detail. Bilou male solo song bouts, which occur before dawn, can be more complex melodically than other gibbons. Males announce their continued presence in or near their sleeping trees, 23 Gray et al (2001) . 1976: 38) . To perform a solo song bout effectively, a male must stay in good physical condition. Males appear tranquil as they vocalise, and seem to alternate their solo song bouts with those of their neighbours, which Tenaza called "countersinging" (1976: 43, 45, 49) . By contrast, the great song bouts of the Kloss's gibbon female take place well after dawn in an atmosphere charged with excitement. The female performance is also complex and melodic, and they brachiate at the vocal climax or "trill" (Tenaza, 1976: 43 ; hear example on Geissmann, 2000) . Providing that a rainforest ecosystem can offer adequate fruiting trees to support sufficient population density, multiple pairs of mated male and female bilou may settle in nearby sleeping trees. Tenaza discovered and recorded mated females with adjacent territory "countersinging'"or duetting with each other for about half of their great-call performances, -synchronised extended melodic duets with one neighboring female at a time (ibid: 45-46). The balance was solo vocalisations. Occasionally, 3 or even once 4, mated females were heard simultaneously performing in a coordinated team (ibid: 46). Performing together in this manner affirms and defends each female's territorial boundaries in a cooperative way.
Geissmann (2017) mentions that females of any gibbon species that live close to each other -whether in nature or in captivity -generally tend to synchronise their great-calls. This is unavoidably noticed in zoos where diverse gibbon groups are kept in cage-batteries, such as in Asson (France), Duisburg (Germany), Jakarta (Indonesia), and Bangkok (Thailand); in such close quarters, females, even of diverse species, may coordinate their contrasting great-calls, making it near impossible to get a clean recording of a single vocalisation. While the great-call of a gibbon species is genetically linked, daughters grow up practicing synchronisation with their mothers, and other young gibbons -even infant and juvenile males -may also sing along with their mothers before changing to the male vocalisation at maturity. For the listener, the impression is of two or more gibbons calling together in a synchronised group, which I speculate may be interpreted by other primates (including humans) as forecasting a synchronised territorial defence.
Tenaza observed that when a H. Klossii mated female had neighbours on various sides of her fruiting tree, the mated female's performance tended to repeat until all the female neighbors had been engaged (1976: 45-47) . Because one female leads while the other follows a fraction of a second behind, never missing the timing or turns of the melodic line, which differ subtly from great call to great call, Tenaza called this a "duet", whereas Geissmann calls it a "synchronised great-call" (ibid). Recently, the Australian biologists Dooley and Judge have observed Kloss's gibbon females in synchronised duets in the Peleonan forest of Northern Siberut (Judge, 2014; see also Judge 2015, and Schmitt, 2013) . At the climax of a solo or multi-female synchronised great-call is an athletic display of brachiation, sometimes with noisy branch breaking to let every nearby gibbon and indeed the entire forest see the superb physical condition of the performer(s), who can rise up to 30 feet per consecutive arm-leap in the high canopy, over and over. This display establishes fitness and ability to defend desirable fruiting tree(s). Given the density of the bilou population 40-45 years ago, prior to the logging of extensive tracts of rainforest, in some of Tenaza's field recordings of duetting females I have occasionally noticed a pair of females also duetting in the distance. Geissmann mentions that gibbons want to be heard individually, thus they try to produce great-calls that do not overlap with the in-progress vocalisations of neighboring groups. Because great-calls in a group song bout are typically spaced at intervals of 1-2 minutes, it is not difficult for other females to insert their own great-calls with little overlap. Whenever there is an opening, a mated female will begin, drawing one or more others to join her (2017 
Beliefs -Bilou Metaphysics
As a forest guardian in Mentawai, the bilou watches how humans behave in the rainforest, and may punish whoever is careless or disrespectful. Because of its special family relationship to humanity, the bilou may also sometimes choose to help respectful humans. Indigenous Mentawaians respect the bilou. Although the skulls of the endemic monkeys, wild boar and deer are routinely displayed inside the uma and on the veranda in the hopes their presence will keep the souls of prey within the uma and also lure others like them to come close to be shot and eaten, a bilou (living, dead, or any part thereof) should never be taken into an uma, and thus the bilou skull is normally exempt from display. 26 In many areas, it is forbidden to hunt bilou; and even if killed for food, bilou flesh is not considered tasty. A practical reason to avoid hunting bilou is that the piercing distress cry of a bilou will cause other primates to flee the area, ruining hunting for the day. In Siberut, hunters who want to kill the endemic monkeys may sometimes decorate the bamboo and sago lids of their arrow quivers, but they will never use bilou fur (Tulius, 2017b Taboos against considering and using a bilou like other primates exist for a subtler reason: (Si)Kerei must sometimes help a villager by consulting unseen spirits including indirectly the Sanitu Bilou (Bilou Spirit) as forest guardian when someone in the community is sick or to restore balance. For those who can see any of the sanitu that exist in the forest, a sanituis considered to be of silent and ghostly appearance. 27 Because a (Si)Kerei may indirectly request help from the Sanitu Bilou in diagnosing illness or otherwise helping someone in his clan, a (Si)Kerei may never eat bilou meat. Similarly, the Rimata as ritual leader of the clan also may never eat bilou. A traditional story tells that when Sitakki Gagailau climbed a tall tree and leaped from branch to branch like a gibbon he actually did become a bilou. The taikmanua (inhabitants of Heaven) asked him to return to earth and become a (Si)Kerei to take care of the Spirits and humans. So the original spiritual guide to traditional Mentawaians was in fact a former bilou! (Coronas, 1986 : 58-60, cited in Feldman (1998 -1999 At times, the bilou spirit may act the part of an evil trickster. The Malaikat Bilou (Malevolent bilou or Angel of Death bilou) is sometimes blamed for leading disrespectful humans astray in the forest or into danger. The bilou can also function as a harbinger or announcer of death. Male bilou normally sing in the very early morning before dawn. If a male bilou is heard calling in the middle of the night rather than at the normal time just before dawn or in very early morning, it is considered a sign that _______________________________ Shima Volume 11 Number 2 2017 -131 -someone will die (or has died). The specifics of the cry determine whether it is someone old or young, and whether (in the old days) a revenge headhunt had to be undertaken (Kruyt, 1923: 61-62; Nooy-Palm, 1968: 61-62 Similarly, Mentawaians tell in song or story of how the bilou first came to exist. 29 As the story goes, long ago, a young boy had a prized possession, a traditional knife that was accidentally broken through carelessness. In his anger, he climbed a very tall tree and discarded his climbing vine so he could never safely descend to the ground again. Done with the world of humans, he refuses to communicate with his uncle searching for him, and eventually he becomes a bilou in the trees. It is significant that a creation myth of Siberut mentions another young boy who also transforms himself -but this time into sago, becoming the tree of life, so his people will never be hungry. 
Ecomusicology in Indonesian Rainforests
For the past 40 years, cross-disciplinary studies of how humanity interacts with the natural environment have enriched academic life and sometimes influenced public policy. Along with the increasing impact of industry and the built environment on biodiversity, we have seen a corresponding increase of research into climate and ecology; however, the pace of environmental and social change has doomed the physical and intangible culture of many traditional peoples. The core topic of this article -the vocalisations or "songs" of both 28 In historic Yunnan, numerous literary examples show that the cry of the local gibbon was considered sad or heartbreaking through the centuries: "In short, the gibbon stands in for the troubles of life in general" (Ye and Heule, 2013: 144-146 Beyond zoomusicology stands biomusicology, 33 the varied creative collaborations of biologists, neurologists, anthropologists and music cognition and education and performance researchers interested to make experimental music from non-human sounds or performed by non-humans and acoustic ecology, the study and creation of soundscapes by composers, ecologists and ethnographers (Allen, 2011: 416 fn5).
The balance point of human-bilou interests and interactions, the meeting of the realms of lower and higher primates, is ecomusicology -or ecocritical musicology, which draws more from literary criticism than ecology per se (Allen, 2011a: 393). As the Grove Dictionary of American Music states, ecomusicology focuses on sonic issues and music, "both textual and performative, as they relate to ecology and the environment" (2013, cited prepublication in Allen, 2011a: 392). Ecomusicology should also address:
the affective qualities of particular landscapes to examine the physical and emotional responses that music induces in listeners and how they shape our view of the world. (Grimley, 2011: 395) Just as the relationship of humanity to environment plays out variously according to time and place, the configuration and relationships of a culture's sonic environment inspire diverse human beliefs, behavior and reactions. In the sonic rainforest environments of Bosavi on the Great Papuan Plateau and Mentawai's interior and elsewhere, people are inspired in their respective cultures according to who they are and what they hear around them. The northern foothills and lowland rainforest of Mt. Bosavi where the Kaluli people live have no primates whatsoever but 125 named flying and non-flying birds in indigenous Kaluli ornithology out of the 800-some birds of Papua New Guinea (Feld, 1990: 269-278) . For the Kaluli, birds are therefore the dominant cultural image and metaphor. Kaluli men typically can imitate at least 100 bird sounds, are guided in the forest by bird vocalisations, dress as birds on occasion, and aim to "become a bird" as they pass from life to death. Kaluli consider that some birds regularly speak entire phrases in Kaluli language (Feld 1990) . Similarly, in Northeastern Brazil, Silvers' found that calls of specific birds traditionally "augur" rainfall or drought (2015: 386) and Schlegel has reported on swidden preparation rituals among the Teduray/Tiruray ethnic group of southwestern Mindanao 31 See Soce Keller's tongue-in-cheek opinion piece suggesting a marriage of ethnomusicology and zoomusicology (2012: 170). Sorce Keller makes many good points but errs in claiming that, "sonic behavior among non-human animals relies on oral tradition," (ibid); although birds in particular have a "sensitive period" when they are receptive to being aurally imprinted by adults of their species (Brainard and Doupe 2002) . By contrast, gibbon vocalisations are genetically determined rather than learned from parents, as shown from Geissmann's studies of the vocalisations of a hybrid gibbon (Geissmann, 1984) . See also Geissmann (1993 (Schlegel, 1979: 938-959) .
While Mentawai, with 256 avian species, is also rich in forest and sea birds that fill the sonic environment with their cries (LePage, 2017) , it is the vocalisations of endemic primates that dominate the forest soundscape. Primates, and especially the Mentawai bilou, have therefore come to impact Mentawai animist beliefs. As a result of the central importance of the bilou, (Si)Kerei focus on respecting the bilou as a forest guardian, and utilise the bilou spirit to communicate with unseen powers and to assist in healing sick villagers.
Humans Imitating the Bilou
Hearing the endemic primates daily vocalising high in the rainforest, -and especially the extended great call singing bouts of the bilou -humans far below typically play and practice, but only someone with extraordinary skills can truly sound like a bilou. Traditional Mentawai people imitate all the endemic primates at times, but the degree humans identify with the bilou is so strong that, in areas where arat Sabulungan traditions remain strong, both adults and children tell bilou stories and affectionately sing songs about the bilou. In the urai bilou the imitation of the bilou at the end of each line or elsewhere are not truly intended to be literal imitations. Bilou images are also significant in animist house decoration. A widespread traditional Mentawai carved relief motif is a traditional 'chain' of bilou images.
Some Southern Mentawai Songs about the Bilou
As ethnomusicologist Anthony Seeger has capably demonstrated that to truly understand a musical behaviour it is necessary to account for "the total musical event and the way music is inserted into the larger social and cosmological framework " (1979: 391) . Like the indigenous Suya ceremonial music of the lowland South American forests that Seeger studied (ibid: 373), isolation has caused Mentawai traditional song to remain obscure and little known outside its home territory. And like the music-making of the Suya and many other traditional societies, music-making in traditional Mentawai culture by (Si)Kerei should not be misunderstood as an artistic and/or casual activity but accepted as a "fundamental part of the social life", as an integral part of the advising, guiding, and healing role the (Si)Kerei plays in the community, and not an optional behavior (ibid: 392). It is significant that the female bilou duetting -where one female leads and the other follows accurately a split second behind -seems in fact to be the performance model for human duets, which I have only observed as a performance of two men. In western culture, when both people know a song that they will sing together, it is common to try to synchronise exactly. However, Mentawai, there are clear leader and follower roles. The Catholic Church arrived in the islands about 50 years after the Protestants, just in time to offer a limited choice during the forced conversions. Rather than criticise local culture, Catholicism attracted converts by a syncretising aspects of arat Sabulungan and by adopting familiar Mentawai tribal symbols. The Catholic Church refers to this as "inculturisation" (Tulius, 2017b) . Mentawai traditional symbols were displayed at the entrance of the Catholic church in Sikakap in the 1970s and 1980s, including a prominent monkey skull attached to the large processional crucifix used in services. In 2012, the priest in the Catholic mission in this same North Pagai town was accommodating enough to allow me to record (Si)Kerei songs in the sanctuary of the Santa Maria Asumpta Church and also at the Gereja Santa Maria Raturasario, Matobé branch, North Pagai. The simple fact that my 2012 recordings were made in sanctuaries of the Catholic Church by permission allowed various elderly former (Si)Kerei to recall and perform songs learned in their youth without concern for family recriminations for engaging in a previously prohibited activity. 37 Similarly, in South Pagai, the Protestant school at Makelok village allowed my 2013 team to record informants in a classroom.
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The following discussion refers to some songs about the bilou that I collected in recent years on Sipora Island, South Mentawai. 
_______________________________
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Once there was a young boy who asked his uncle to make him a very special scabbard for his traditional waist dagger (palitai or palittei). The uncle made an ornate scabbard and the boy was very proud of it. But one day the boy let his mother use the knife and she was careless where she left it, and the special scabbard became broken. The song recounts that the upset and angry young boy runs far away into the forest, and uses a climbing vine or liana to ascend a high tree. At the top, he discards his climbing vine so he can no longer descend. When his kamaman (maternal uncle) searches, he sings "Uncle, go home, it is night… I feel sad and discouraged". Eventually, the boy becomes a bilou crying in the trees. According to Pak Elipas, some Siberut and the Pagai Islands residents know this story, but do not have it in song form, and that only a few on Sipora know this song. I have not yet encountered this story in Siberut, though Tulius confirms it exists (2017). 
_______________________________
Protecting Mentawai's Endangered Music Heritage
Safeguarding the endangered musical heritage of animist Mentawai must be considered in the greater context of protecting habitat and endemic wildlife and preserving intangible cultural heritage (including language). All are challenging and go against the tide of increasing modernisation. To have even limited success, all require close cooperation of diverse indigenous and modernised peoples with the forces of business, industry and government. Given that about half of the world's 6000 languages are in marked decline, the twenty year old field of Language Maintenance has received much scholarly and public attention, and thus provides potentially appropriate models for the maintenance of endangered musical traditions (Grant, 2012: 33) .
Grant identifies four factors encountered by linguists engaged in preservation. She argues these factors may also impact efforts to preserve endangered musics and other aspects of intangible culture. The first factor is that language ecology, the socio-cultural context of a language, is dynamic; consequently various changes within a society impact the performance and utility of language (ibid: 34-35). Secondly, Grant implicates purism, a conservative tendency that can impact both native speakers and linguists when documenting a language and/or facilitating its continued use. Purism often causes older or even archaic forms to be privileged or recreated rather than actual current usage (ibid: 36-37). As a third factor, intervention in the affairs of a community by outsiders can be unappreciated, and may even be perceived as inappropriate interference caused by a 46 Ulaumanua (or ulau manua): Ulau = outside of or beyond something. Manua is the sky or the universe, or can also be translated as the Being. One manua derivation is Sirimanua, a human being. Ulaumanua thus refers to what's beyond human beings, and can thus be translated as 'the almighty' (Tulius, 2017b) . 47 The Katuka tree is Shorea dipterocarpaceae, a dominant emergent tree of the Mentawai rainforest, reaching 55 metres in height. By climbing to the top of an emergent dipterocarp tree, a bilou can often find sunlight and distant views. 48 About the Chinese Lar gibbon: "The gibbon is better than the monkey, the former is clean, gentle and recluse, the latter is dirty, noisy, greedy and vulgar" (van Gulik, 1967: 80 Unfortunately, deforestation and modern hunting methods have caused the bilou and other Mentawai primates to be greatly reduced in numbers. Similarly, the combined effects of colonisation and forced Christianisation has caused the songs of the urai bilou musical repertoire -which express the singular relationship between the bilou and humanity and rests on core cultural beliefs about the bilou -to become as endangered as bilou itself. The "songs" of the bilou, and the unique female duetting, now float over far fewer trees, and the bilou -a multi-dimensional focus within arat Sabulungan cosmology-is endangered along with its habitat. The distinctive bilou gibbon, the narrow genetics of Mentawaians, and the constellation of bilou beliefs all exist because Mentawai is geographically, biologically and culturally isolated. Yet Mentawai's location in a zone of dangerous surf and severe seismic risk seems only to have magnified the effect of these forces. The aquapelagic society of Mentawai is currently challenged to overcome the effects of isolation by developing cultural tourism and eco-tourism as income sources while finding a way to reconfigure surf tourism so it can also benefit Mentawai residents. Mentawaians are gradually gaining greater opportunity to work together and to take charge of their aquapelago. Together, they can preserve the primal forests that remain as critical habitat for endemic wildlife, together they can safeguard the beaches, oceans, small islands and reefs. Mentawaians must resist deforestation and kelapa sawit (oil palm plantation) monoculture at every level of society When promoting tourism, Mentawaians proudly claim their islands as Bumi Sikerei ('Shaman Earth'). Meanwhile, in the Southern islands, only a few (Si)Kerei and their songs about the bilou-almost fatally engulfed by the tides of Christianity -still hang on here and there to be recorded. The preservation and future relevance of Mentawai's rainforest life and lifeways will remain uncertain for some generations. To the extent that Mentawai's children can experience the rainforest and its cultural legacy, the actual Bumi Sikerei will live on. From this perspective, the actual (Si)Kerei -bearers of the older tradition and preservers of Mentawai's unique patrimony -deserve to be honored, respected and supported, and assisted in passing the intangible heritage of Mentawai, including its traditional songs, to future generations.
_______________________________
51 Siberut National Park comprises 1,905 km 2 or 47% of the island of Siberut. 52 The imported music of Mentawai Catholicism and Protestantism consists of European "alleluias" and hymns considered unsuitable for tourist performances. 53 At that time, despite music and dance taking place in temple ceremonies, Bali had only sacred genres of music and dance, and thus no specific secular tourist arts whatsoever to schedule and sell as tourist performances. Working with Bedulu villagers, the painter Walter Spies (1895 -1942) created kecak vocal percussion that told an episode from the Ramayana epic. Today kecak is widely popular, and performed for tourists in every region of Bali, along with other subsequently created secular arts that exist primarily for entertainment. 
FURTHER MUSIC EXAMPLES:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBk3wxCilXRJa4sLJHhW0LIgmyGziRPcC
